NEIGHBORHOOD SCAVENGER HUNT

Take a walk around your neighborhood and use artworks from the DMA collection to help you hunt for the following objects. Work together or see who can spot the most first!

Look for two birds together.

Ruth L. Guinzburg
Love Birds
Date unknown

Look for a parked car.

Thomas Struth
Dallas Parking Lot, Dallas
2001
Look for a blue door.

Donna Dennis  
*Untitled (Tunnel Tower with Blue Door)*  
1980

---

Look for a mailbox.

Bonus point if the flag is up.

Everett Spruce  
*Night*  
1938
Look for a rocking chair on a porch.

Sam Maloof
*Rocking Chair*
1984

Look for a butterfly.

Mary Louise Eteeyan
*Wedding vase with butterflies*
Late 20th Century
Look for an American flag.

Childe Hassam
*Flags, Fifth Avenue*
1918

Look for a bus.

Berenice Abbott
*Greyhound Bus Terminal*
1936, print 1983
Look for a dog.

Jean-Baptiste Oudry
*Water Spaniel Confronting a Heron*
1722

Look for a road sign.

Bonus point if it includes an arrow.

Coreen Mary Spellman
*Road Signs*
c. 1936
Look for an insect.

Quimbaya Culture
*Pendant: insect*
400–700 CE

Look for flowers.

Anne Vallayer-Coster
*Bouquet of Flowers in a Blue Porcelain Vase*
1776
Look for a garbage can.

George Platt Lynes
*W. H. Auden Reaching into Garbage Can*
1947

Look for a coin.

*Maria Theresa Thaler's coin (Group of twelve)*
18th–20th century